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Abstract. Twilled L(ie-)R(inehart)-algebras generalize, in the Lie-Rinehart context,
complex structures on smooth manifolds. An almost complex manifold determines an
“almost twilled pre-LR algebra”, which is a true twilled LR-algebra iff the almost
complex structure is integrable. We characterize twilled LR structures in terms of
certain associated differential (bi)graded Lie and G(erstenhaber)-algebras; in particular
the G-algebra arising from an almost complex structure is a d(ifferential) G-algebra
iff the almost complex structure is integrable. Such G-algebras, endowed with a
generator turning them into a B(atalin-)V(ilkovisky)-algebra, occur on the B-side
of the mirror conjecture. We generalize a result of Koszul to those dG-algebras
which arise from twilled LR-algebras. A special case thereof explains the relationship
between holomorphic volume forms and exact generators for the corresponding dG-
algebra and thus yields in particular a conceptual proof of the Tian-Todorov lemma.
We give a differential homological algebra interpretation for twilled LR-algebras and
by means of it we elucidate the notion of generator in terms of homological duality
for differential graded LR-algebras.
Introduction
In a series of seminal papers [2], [3], [4], Batalin and Vilkovisky studied the
quantization of constrained systems and for that purpose introduced certain differ-
ential graded algebras which have later been christened Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras .
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras have recently become important in string theory and
elsewhere, cf. e. g. [1], [11], [15], [20], [21], [26], [32], [38], [42]. String theory leads
to the mysterious mirror conjecture. A version thereof involves certain differential
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras arising from a Calabi-Yau manifold. A crucial ingredient
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is what is referred to in the literature as the Tian-Todorov lemma. This Lemma,
in turn, implies the
Here we will give a leisurely introduction to a thorough study of such differential
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras and generalizations thereof in the framework of Lie-
Rinehart algebras, thereby trying to avoid technicalities; these and more details may
be found in [18].
A Gerstenhaber algebra is a graded commutative algebra together with a bracket
which (i) yields an ordinary Lie bracket once the underlying module (or vector
space) has been regraded down by 1 and which (ii) satisfies a certain derivation
property. Such a bracket occurs in Gerstenhaber’s paper [9]. See Section 2 below
for details. A differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra is a Gerstenhaber algebra
together with an exact generator, and the underlying Gerstenhaber algebras of
interest for us, in turn, arise as (bigraded) algebras of forms on twilled Lie-Rinehart
algebras (which we introduce below). In the Lie-Rinehart context, a twilled Lie-
Rinehart algebra generalizes, among others, the notion of a complex structure on
a smooth manifold. One of our results, Theorem 2.3 below, says that an “almost
twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra” is a true twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra if and only
if the corresponding Gerstenhaber algebra is a differential Gerstenhaber algebra.
This implies, for example, that the integrability condition for an almost complex
structure on a smooth manifold may be phrased as a condition saying that a
certain operator on the corresponding Gerstenhaber algebra turns the latter into
a differential Gerstenhaber algebra. Now a theorem of Koszul [25] establishes, on
an ordinary smooth manifold, a bijective correspondence between generators for
the Gerstenhaber algebra of multi vector fields and connections in the top exterior
power of the tangent bundle in such a way that exact generators correspond to
flat connections. In Theorem 2.7 below we generalize this bijective correspondence
to the differential Gerstenhaber algebras arising from twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras;
such Gerstenhaber algebras come into play, for example, in the mirror conjecture.
What corresponds to a flat connection on the line bundle in Koszul’s theorem
is now a holomorphic volume form—its existence is implied by the Calabi-Yau
condition—and our generalization of Koszul’s theorem shows in particular how a
holomorphic volume form determines a generator for the corresponding differential
Gerstenhaber algebra turning it into a differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. The
resulting differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra then generalizes that which underlies
what is called the B-model. In particular, as a consequence of our methods,
we obtain a new proof of the Tian-Todorov lemma. We also give a differential
homological algebra interpretation of twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras and, furthermore,
of a generator for a differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra in terms of a suitable
notion of homological duality. This relies on results in our earlier papers [14] and
[15] as well as on various generalizations therof.
I am indebted to Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach and K. Mackenzie for discussions, and
to J. Stasheff and A. Weinstein for some e-mail correspondence about various topics
related with the paper. At the “Poissonfest”, Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach introduced
me to the recent manuscript [36] which treats topics somewhat related to the present
paper. There is little overlap, though.
It is a pleasure to thank the organizers of the “Poissonfest” for the opportunity
to present these results. The material to be presented here is related to some of
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the work of the late S. Zakrzewski; see Remark 4.3 below. We respectfully dedicate
this paper to his memory.
1. Twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras
Let R be a commutative ring. A Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L) consists of a commutative
R-algebra A and an R-Lie algebra L together with an A-module structure A⊗RL→ L
on L, written a⊗Rα 7→ aα, and an action L→ Der(A) of L on A (which is a morphism
of R-Lie algebras and) whose adjoint L ⊗R A → A is written α ⊗R a 7→ α(a); here
a ∈ A and α ∈ L. These mutual actions are required to satisfy certain compatibility
properties modeled on (A,L) = (C∞(M),Vect(M)) where C∞(M) and Vect(M) refer
to the algebra of smooth functions and the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields,
respectively, on a smooth manifold M . In general, the compatibility conditions read:
(aα)b = aα(b), a, b ∈ A, α ∈ L,(1.1)
[α, aβ] = α(a)β + a[α, β], a ∈ A, α, β ∈ L.(1.2)
For a Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L), following [35], we will refer to L as an (R,A)-Lie
algebra. In differential geometry, (R,A)-Lie algebras arise as spaces of sections of
Lie algebroids. Lie-Rinehart algebras have been studied before Rinehart by Herz
[12] under the name “pseudo-alge`bre de Lie” as well as by Palais [34] under the
name “d-Lie-ring”. We have chosen to refer to these object as Lie-Rinehart algebras
since Rinehart subsumed their cohomology under standard homological algebra and
established a Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for them [35]. In particular, Rinehart
has shown how to describe de Rham cohomology in the language of Ext-groups.
In a sense, the homological algebra interpretations of differential Batalin-Vilkovisky
algebras to be given below push these observations of Rinehart’s further.
Given two Lie-Rinehart algebras (A,L′) and (A,L′′), together with mutual actions
·:L′ ⊗R L
′′ → L′′ and ·:L′′ ⊗R L
′ → L′ which endow L′′ and L′ with an (A,L′)-
and (A,L′′)-module structure, respectively, we will refer to (A,L′, L′′) as an almost
twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra; we will call it a twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra provided
the direct sum A-module structure on L = L′⊕L′′, the sum (L′⊕L′′)⊗R A→ A of
the adjoints of the L′- and L′′-actions on A, and the bracket [·, ·] on L = L′ ⊕ L′′
given by
(1.3) [(α′′, α′), (β′′, β′)] = [α′′, β′′] + [α′, β′] + α′′ · β′ − β′ · α′′ + α′ · β′′ − β′′ · α′
turn (A,L) into a Lie-Rinehart algebra. We then write L = L′ ⊲⊳ L′′ and refer to
(A,L) as the twilled sum of (A,L′) and (A,L′′).
For illustration, consider a smooth manifold M with an almost complex structure,
let A be the algebra of smooth complex functions on M , L the (C, A)-Lie algebra
of complexified smooth vector fields on M , and consider the ordinary decomposition
of the complexified tangent bundle τCM as a direct sum τ
′
M ⊕ τ
′′
M of the almost
holomorphic and almost antiholomorphic tangent bundles τ ′M and τ
′′
M , respectively;
write L′ and L′′ for their spaces of smooth sections. Then (A,L′, L′′), together with
the mutual actions coming from L, is a twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra if and only
if the almost complex structure is integrable, i. e. a true complex structure; τ ′M
and τ ′′M are then the ordinary holomorphic and antiholomorphic tangent bundles,
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respectively. The precise analogue of an almost complex structure is what we
call an almost twilled pre-Lie-Rinehart algebra structure; this notion is weaker
than that of almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra. The basic difference is that,
for an almost twilled pre-Lie-Rinehart algebra, instead of having mutual actions
·:L′⊗R L
′′ → L′′ and ·:L′′⊗R L
′ → L′, we only require that there be given R-linear
pairings ·:L′ ⊗R L
′′ → L′′ and ·:L′′ ⊗R L
′ → L′, which endow L′′ and L′ with an
(A,L′)- and (A,L′′)-connection, respectively; see [18] for details. A situation similar
to that of a complex structure on a smooth manifold and giving rise to a twilled
Lie-Rinehart algebra arises from a smooth manifold with two transverse foliations
as well as from a Cauchy-Riemann structure (cf. [7]); see [18] for some comments
about Cauchy-Riemann structures. Lie bialgebras provide another class of examples
of twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras; Kosmann-Schwarzbach and F. Magri refer to these
objects, or rather to the corresponding twilled sum, as twilled extensions of Lie
algebras [24]; Lu and Weinstein call them double Lie algebras [27]; and Majid uses
the terminology matched pairs of Lie algebras [31]. Spaces of sections of suitable
pairs of Lie algebroids with additional structure lead to yet another class of examples
of twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras; these have been studied in the literature under the
name matched pairs of Lie algebroids by Mackenzie [28] and Mokri [33].
An almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′′, L′) is a true twilled Lie-Rinehart
algebra if and only if (A,L′′, L′) satisfies three compatibility conditions; these are
spelled out in [18] (Proposition 1.7). This proposition is merely an adaption of earlier
results in the literature to our more general situation. Another interpretation of the
compatibility conditions involves certain annihilation properties of the two operators
d′ and d′′ which arise, given an almost twilled pre-Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′, L′′),
as formal extensions of the ordinary Lie-Rinehart differentials with respect to L′
and L′′, respectively, on the bigraded algebra Alt∗A(L
′′,Alt∗A(L
′, A)) (but are not
necessarily exact): To explain this, we will say that an A-module M has property
P provided for x ∈ M , φ(x) = 0 for every φ:M → A implies that x is zero. For
example, a projective A-module has property P. We now have the following, cf.
Theorem 1.15 in [18].
Theorem 1.4. If (A,L′, L′′) is a twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra, the operators d′
and d′′ turn the bigraded algebra Alt∗A(L
′′,Alt∗A(L
′, A)) into a differential bigraded
algebra which then necessarily computes the cohomology H∗(AltA(L,A)) of the twilled
sum L of L′ and L′′. Conversely, given an almost twilled pre-Lie-Rinehart algebra
(A,L′, L′′), if the operators d′ and d′′ turn the bigraded algebra Alt∗A(L
′′,Alt∗A(L
′, A))
into a differential bigraded algebra and if L′ and L′′ have property P, (A,L′, L′′) is
a true twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra.
For example, for the twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra arising from the holomorphic
and antiholomorphic tangent bundles of a complex manifold, the resulting differential
bigraded algebra (Alt∗A(L
′′,Alt∗A(L
′, A)), d′, d′′) comes down to the ordinary Dolbeault
complex.
2. Twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras, Gerstenhaber algebras, and dBV-algebras
We now explain briefly how other characterizations of twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras
explain the structure of certain differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras. Section 2 of
[18] is devoted to more details about differential graded Lie-Rinehart algebras.
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Let (A,L) be a Lie-Rinehart algebra, and let A be a graded commutative A-
algebra which is endowed with a graded (A,L)-module structure in such a way that
(i) L acts on A by derivations—this is equivalent to requiring the structure map
from A⊗A A to A to be a morphism of graded (A,L)-modules—and that (ii) the
canonical map from A to A is a morphism of left (A,L)-modules. Let L = A⊗A L,
and define a bigraded bracket
(2.1.1) [·, ·]:L⊗R L −→ L
of bidegree (0,−1) by means of the formula
(2.1.2) [α⊗A x, β ⊗A y] = (αβ)⊗A [x, y] + α(x · β) ⊗A y − (−1)
|α||β|β(y · α)⊗A x
where α, β ∈ A and x, y ∈ L. A calculation shows that, for every β ∈ A and every
x, y, z ∈ L,
[[x, y], β⊗A z]− ([x, [y, β⊗A z]]− [y, [x, β⊗A z]]) =
(
[x, y](β)−x(y(β))− y(x(β))
)
⊗A z,
whence (2.1.1) being a graded Lie bracket is actually equivalent to the structure
map L⊗R A → A being a Lie algebra action. Moreover, let
(2.1.3) A⊗R L −→ L
be the obvious graded left A-module structure arising from extension of scalars,
that is from extending L to a (graded) A-module, and define a pairing
(2.1.4) L⊗R A −→ A
by
(2.1.5) (α⊗A x)⊗R β 7→ (α⊗A x)(β) = α(x(β)).
Then (A,L), together with (2.1.1), (2.1.3) and (2.1.4), constitutes a graded Lie-
Rinehart algebra. We refer to (A,L) as the crossed product of A and (A,L) and to
the corresponding (R,A)-Lie algebra L as the crossed product of A and L. More
details about this notion of graded crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra may be
found in [18] (2.8).
Remark 2.1.6. We must be a little circumspect here: The three terms on the
right-hand side of (2.1.2) are not well defined individually; only their sum is well
defined. For example, if we take ax instead of x, where a ∈ A, on the left-hand
side, α ⊗A (ax) equals (αa)⊗A x but (αβ)⊗A [ax, y] differs from (αaβ)⊗A [x, y].
Let (A,L′′, L′) be an almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra having L′ finitely
generated and projective as an A-module. Write A′′ = AltA(L
′′, A) and L′ =
AltA(L
′′, L′). Now A′′ is a graded commutative A-algebra and, endowed with the
Lie-Rinehart differential d′′ (which corresponds to the (R,A)-Lie algebra structure
on L′′), A′′ is a differential graded commutative R-algebra. Moreover, from the
(A,L′′)-module structure on L′, L′ inherits an obvious differential graded A′′-module
structure. Furthermore, the (A,L′)-structure on L′′ induces an action of L′ on A′′
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by graded derivations. Since L′ is supposed to be finitely generated and projective
as an A-module, the canonical A-module morphism
A′′ ⊗A L −→ L
′ = AltA(L
′′, L′)
is an isomorphism of graded A-modules, in fact of graded A′′-modules. Taking L = L′
and A = A′′, the graded crossed product Lie-Rinehart structure explained above is
available, and we have the graded crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra (A′′,L′).
Now the (R,A)-Lie algebra structure on L′′ and the (A,L′′)-module structure on
L′ determine the corresponding Lie-Rinehart differential on L′ = AltA(L
′′, L′); we
denote it by d′′. By symmetry, when L′′ is finitely generated and projective as an
A-module, we have the same structure, with L′ and L′′ interchanged.
Theorem 2.1. As an A-module, L′ being supposed to be finitely generated and
projective, the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) below are equivalent:
(i) (A,L′′, L′) is a true twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra;
(ii) (L′, d′′) = (AltA(L
′′, L′), d′′) is a differential graded R-Lie algebra;
(iii) (A′′,L′; d′′) is a differential graded Lie-Rinehart algebra.
Thus, under these circumstances, there is a bijective correspondence between twilled
Lie-Rinehart algebra and differential graded Lie-Rinehart algebra structures.
For a proof of this result and for more details, see (3.2) in [18]. We note that,
in the situation of Theorem 2.1, the Lie bracket on L′ = AltA(L
′′, L′) does not just
come down to the shuffle product of forms on L′′ and the Lie bracket on L′; in
fact, such a bracket would not even be well defined since the Lie bracket of L′ is
not A-linear, i. e., in the usual differential geometry context, does not behave as a
“tensor”.
In [17], a notion of graded crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra has been given
which may entirely be described in terms of the A-modules of forms AltA(L
′′, A) and
AltA(L
′′, L′); by means thereof, the statement of Theorem 2.1 may be established
without the hypothesis that L′ be finitely generated and projective as an A-module.
When (A,L′, L′′) is the twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra arising from the holo-
morphic and antiholomorphic tangent bundles of a smooth complex manifold M ,
(L′, d′′) = (AltA(L
′′, L′), d′′) is what is called the Kodaira-Spencer algebra in the
literature; it controls the infinitesimal deformations of the complex structure on M .
The cohomology H∗(L′′, L′) then inherits a graded Lie algebra structure and the
obstruction to deforming the complex structure is the map H1(L′′, L′)→ H2(L′′, L′)
which sends η ∈ H1(L′′, L′) to [η, η] ∈ H2(L′′, L′).
Recall that a Gerstenhaber algebra is a graded commutative R-algebra A together
with a graded Lie bracket from A ⊗R A to A of degree −1 (in the sense that,
if A is regraded down by one, [·, ·] is an ordinary graded Lie bracket) such that,
for each homogeneous element a of A, [a, ·] is a derivation of A of degree |a| − 1
where |a| refers to the degree of a; see [10] where these objects are called G-
algebras, or [15,21,26,42]. In our paper [15], we worked out an intimate link
between Gerstenhaber’s and Rinehart’s papers [9] and [35] which involves the notion
of Gerstenhaber bracket. In a sense, in the present paper we extend this link to
the differential graded situation.
Given a bigraded commutative R-algebra A, we will say that a bigraded bracket
[·, ·]:A⊗R A → A of bidegree (0,−1) is a bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket provided
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[·, ·] is an ordinary bigraded Lie bracket when the second degree of A is regraded
down by one, the first one being kept, such that, for each homogeneous element a
of A of bidegree (p, q), [a, ·] is a derivation of A of bidegree (p, q − 1); a bigraded
R-algebra with a bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket will be referred to as a bigraded
Gerstenhaber algebra. Moreover, given a bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra (A, [·, ·])
together with a differential d of bidegree (1, 0) which endows A with a differential
graded R-algebra structure we will say that (A, [·, ·]) and d constitute a differential
bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra (or differential bigraded G-algebra), written (A, [·, ·], d),
provided d behaves as a derivation for the bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket [·, ·], that
is,
d[x, y] = [dx, y]− (−1)|x|[x, dy], x, y ∈ A,
where the total degree |x| is the sum of the bidegrees.
Recall that, given a Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L), the Lie bracket on L determines
a Gerstenhaber bracket on the exterior A-algebra ΛAL on L; for α1, . . . , αn ∈ L,
the bracket [u, v] in ΛAL of u = α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αℓ and v = αℓ+1 ∧ . . . ∧ α̂n is given by
the expression
(2.2.1) [u, v] = (−1)ℓ
∑
j≤ℓ<k
(−1)(j+k)[αj , αk] ∧ α1 ∧ . . . α̂j . . . α̂k . . . ∧ αn,
where ℓ = |u| is the degree of u, cf. [15] (1.1).
We now return to a general almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′, L′′)
having L′ finitely generated and projective as an A-module and consider the graded
crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra (A′′,L′). The graded Lie-Rinehart bracket on
L′(= AltA(L
′′, L′)) extends to a (bigraded) bracket on AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′) which turns the
latter into a bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra; as a bigraded algebra, AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′)
could be thought as of the exterior A′′-algebra on L′, and we write sometimes
ΛA′′L
′ = AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′).
With reference to the graded Lie bracket [·, ·] on L′ and the L′-action on A′′, the
bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket
(2.2.2) [·, ·]: ΛA′′L
′ ⊗R ΛA′′L
′ −→ ΛA′′L
′
on ΛA′′L
′ may be described by the formulas
(2.2.3)
[αβ, γ] = α[β, γ] + (−1)
|α||β|
β[α, γ], α, β, γ ∈ ΛA′′L
′,
[x, a] = x(a), x ∈ L′, a ∈ A′′,
[α, β] = −(−1)
(|α|−1)(|β|−1)
[β, α], α, β ∈ ΛA′′L
′,
where | · | refers to the total degree, i.e. the sum of the two bidegree components.
The bracket (2.2.2) is in fact the (bigraded) crossed product bracket extension of the
Gerstenhaber bracket on ΛAL
′ and ΛA′′L
′ may be viewed as the (bigraded) crossed
product Gerstenhaber algebra of A′′ with the ordinary Gerstenhaber algebra ΛAL
′.
See Section 4 of [18] for details.
The Lie-Rinehart differential d′′ which corresponds to the Lie-Rinehart structure
on L′′ and the induced graded (A,L′′)-module structure on ΛAL
′ turn AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′)
into a differential (bi)-graded commutative R-algebra. By symmetry, when L′′ is
finitely generated and projective as an A-module, we have the same structure, with
L′ and L′′ interchanged.
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Theorem 2.3. The almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′′, L′) is a true twilled
Lie-Rinehart algebra if and only if (ΛA′′L
′, d′′) (= (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′)) is a differ-
ential (bi)-graded Gerstenhaber algebra.
See Theorem 4.4 in [18] and its proof.
When (A,L′, L′′) arises from the holomorphic and antiholomorphic tangent bundles
of a smooth complex manifold M , the resulting differential Gerstenhaber algebra
(AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′) is that of forms of type (0, ∗) with values in the holomorphic
multi vector fields, the operator d′′ being the Cauchy-Riemann operator (which is
more usually written ∂). This differential Gerstenhaber algebra comes into play
in the mirror conjecture; it was studied by Barannikov-Kontsevich [1], Manin [32],
Witten [41], and others.
Let now (A,L′′, L′) be a twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra having L′ finitely generated
and projective as an A-module of constant rank n (say), and write ΛnAL
′ for the
top exterior power of L′ over A. Consider the differential Gerstenhaber algebra
(AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′). Our next aim is to study generators thereof. To this end,
we observe that, when AltA(L
′,ΛnAL
′) is endowed with the obvious graded (A,L′′)-
module structure induced from the left (A,L′′)-module structure on L′ which is part
of the structure of twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra, the canonical isomorphism
(2.4) AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′) −→ AltA(L
′′,AltA(L
′,ΛnAL
′))
of graded A-modules is compatible with the differentials which correspond to the
Lie-Rinehart structure on L′′ and the (A,L′′)-module structures on the coefficients
on both sides of (2.4); abusing notation, we denote each of these differentials by
d′′.
For a bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra A over R, with bracket operation written
[·, ·], an R-linear operator ∆ on A of bidegree (0,−1) will be said to generate the
Gerstenhaber bracket provided, for every homogeneous a, b ∈ A,
(2.5) [a, b] = (−1)|a|
(
∆(ab)− (∆a)b− (−1)|a|a(∆b)
)
;
the operator ∆ is then called a generator . A generator ∆ is said to be exact
provided ∆∆ is zero, that is, ∆ is a differential; an exact generator will henceforth
be written ∂. A bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra A together with a generator ∆ will
be called a weak bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (or weak bigraded BV-algebra);
when the generator is exact, written ∂, we will refer to (A, ∂) (more simply) as a
bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (or bigraded BV-algebra).
It is clear that a generator determines the bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket. An
observation due to Koszul [25] (p. 261) carries over to the bigraded case: for any
bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (A, [·, ·], ∂), the operator ∂ (which is exact by
assumption) behaves as a derivation for the bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket [·, ·],
that is,
(2.6) ∂[x, y] = [∂x, y]− (−1)|x|[x, ∂y], x, y ∈ A.
An exact generator ∂ does in general not behave as a derivation for the multiplication
of A, though. Let (A,∆) be a weak bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra, write [·, ·]
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for the bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket generated by ∆, and let d be a differential
of bidegree (+1, 0) which endows (A, [·, ·]) with a differential bigraded Gerstenhaber
algebra structure. Consider the graded commutator [d,∆] = d∆+∆d on A; it is an
operator of bidegree (1,−1) and hence of total degree zero. We will say that (A,∆, d)
is a weak differential bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra provided the commutator
[d,∆] is zero. In particular, a weak differential bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra
(A, ∂, d) which has ∂ exact will be called a differential bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky
algebra. On the underlying bigraded object A of a differential bigraded Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebra (A, ∂, d), the graded commutator [d, ∂] manifestly behaves as a
derivation for the bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket since d and ∂ both behave as
derivations for this bracket.
We now reproduce the statement of Theorem 5.4.6 in [18].
Theorem 2.7. The isomorphism (2.4) furnishes a bijective correspondence between
generators of the bigraded Gerstenhaber structure on the left-hand side of (2.4) and
(A,L′)-connections on ΛnAL
′ in such a way that exact generators correspond to (A,L′)-
module structures (i. e. flat connections). Under this correspondence, generators of
the differential bigraded Gerstenhaber structure on the left-hand side correspond to
(A,L′)-connections on ΛnAL
′ which are compatible with the (A,L′′)-module structure
on ΛnAL
′.
Thus, in particular, exact generators of the differential bigraded Gerstenhaber
structure on the left-hand side correspond to (A,L′′)-compatible (A,L′)-module
structures on ΛnAL
′.
When L′′ is trivial and L′ the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on a smooth
manifold, the statement of this theorem comes down to the result of Koszul [25]
mentioned earlier. Our result not only provides many examples of differential Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebras but also explains how every differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra
having an underlying bigraded A-algebra of the kind AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′) arises.
When (A,L′, L′′) is the twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra which comes from the
holomorphic and antiholomorphic tangent bundles of a smooth complex manifold M
as explained above, the theorem gives a bijective correspondence between generators
of the differential bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′) of forms of
type (0, ∗) with values in the holomorphic multi vector fields, the differential d′′
being the Cauchy-Riemann operator, and holomorphic connections on the highest
exterior power of the holomorphic tangent bundle in such a way that exact generators
correspond to flat holomorphic connections. In particular, suppose that M is a
Calabi-Yau manifold, that is, admits a holomorphic volume form Ω (say). This
holomorphic volume form identifies the highest exterior power of the holomorphic
tangent bundle with the algebra of smooth complex functions on M as a module
over L = L′′⊕L′, hence induces a flat holomorphic connection thereupon and thence
an exact generator ∂Ω for (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′), turning the latter into a differential
(bi)graded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. This is precisely the differential (bi)graded
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra coming into play on the B-side of the mirror conjecture
and studied in the cited sources. The fact that the holomorphic volume form induces
a generator for the differential Gerstenhaber structure is referred to in the literature
as the Tian-Todorov lemma; cf [39], [40]. In our approach, this lemma drops out
as a special case of our generalization of Koszul’s theorem to the bigraded setting,
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and this generalization indeed provides a conceptual proof of the lemma. This
lemma implies that, for a Ka¨hlerian Calabi-Yau manifold M , the deformations of
the complex structure are unobstructed, that is to say, there is an open subset of
H1(M, τM) parametrizing the deformations of the complex structure; here H
1(M, τM)
is the first cohomology group of M with values in the holomorphic tangent bundle
τM . Under these circumstances, after a choice of holomorphic volume form Ω has
been made, the canonical isomorphism (2.4), combined with the isomorphism
Ω♭: AltA(L
′′,AltA(L
′,ΛnAL
′)) −→ AltA(L
′′,AltA(L
′, A))
induced by Ω identifies (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′, ∂Ω) with the Dolbeault complex of M
and hence the cohomology H∗(AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′, ∂Ω) with the ordinary complex
valued cohomology of M . This is nowadays well understood. The cohomology
H∗(AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), d′′, ∂Ω) is referred to in the literature as the extended moduli
space of complex structures [41]; it underlies what is called the B-model in the
theory of mirror symmetry.
3. Twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras and differential homological algebra
We now spell out interpretations of some of the above results in terms of differential
homological algebra.
Let (A,L′, L′′) be a twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra having L′ and L′′ finitely
generated and projective as A-modules. Let (A′′,L′; d′′) be the differential graded
crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra (AltA(L
′′, A),AltA(L
′′, L′); d′′) mentioned before.
Let L = L′ ⊲⊳ L′′ be the twilled sum of L′ and L′′, and consider the differential
graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology H∗(L′,A′′). see Section 6 in [18] for details where
also a proof of the following result may be found; cf. in particular Theorem 6.15
in [18].
Theorem 3.1. The differential bigraded algebra (Alt∗A(L
′′,Alt∗A(L
′, A)), d′, d′′) com-
putes the differential graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology H∗(L′,A′′). Moreover, this dif-
ferential graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology is naturally isomorphic to the Lie-Rinehart
cohomology H∗(L,A).
When L′′ is trivial, so that H∗(L′,A′′) is an ordinary (ungraded) Lie-Rinehart
algebra (A,L), the differential graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology boils down to the
ordinary Lie-Rinehart cohomology H∗(L,A). Moreover, for the special case when A
and L are the algebra of smooth functions and smooth vector fields on a smooth man-
ifold, the Lie-Rinehart cohomology H∗(L,A) amounts to the de Rham cohomology;
this fact has been established by Rinehart [35]. In our more general situation, when
the twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′, L′′) arises from the holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic tangent bundles of a smooth complex manifold, the complex calculating
the differential graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology H∗(L′,A′′) of the differential graded
crossed product Lie-Rinehart algebra (A′′,L′; d′′) = (AltA(L
′′, A),AltA(L
′′, L′); d′′) is
the Dolbeault complex, and the differential graded Lie-Rinehart cohomology amounts
to the Dolbeault cohomology. Thus our approach provides, in particular, an in-
terpretation of the Dolbeault complex in the framework of differential homological
algebra.
Generalizing results in our earlier paper [15], we can now elucidate the concept of
generator of a differential bigraded Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra in the framework of
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homological duality for differential graded Lie-Rinehart algebras in the following way:
An exact generator amounts to the differential in a standard complex computing
differential graded Lie-Rinehart homology (!) with appropriate coefficients; see
Proposition 7.13 in [18] for details. It may then be shown that, when the
appropriate additional structure (in terms of Lie-Rinehart differentials and dBV-
generators) is taken into account, the above isomorphism (2.4) is essentially just a
duality isomorphism in the (co)homology of the differential graded crossed product
Lie-Rinehart algebra (A′′,L′); see Proposition 7.14 in [18] for details. In particular,
the Tian-Todorov Lemma comes down to a statement about differential graded
(co)homological duality.
4. Twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras and Lie-Rinehart bialgebras
Twilled Lie-Rinehart algebras thus generalize Lie bialgebras, and the twilled sum is
an analogue, even a generalization, of the Manin double of a Lie bialgebra. The
Lie bialgebroids introduced by Mackenzie and Xu [29] generalize Lie bialgebras as
well, and there is a corresponding notion of Lie-Rinehart bialgebra. However, twilled
Lie-Rinehart algebras and Lie-Rinehart bialgebras are different, in fact non-equivalent
notions which both generalize Lie bialgebras. In a sense, Lie-Rinehart bialgebras
generalize Poisson and in particular symplectic structures while twilled Lie-Rinehart
algebras generalize complex structures. We now give a a characterization of twilled
Lie-Rinehart algebras in terms of Lie-Rinehart bialgebras. See Theorem 4.8 in [18] for
more details. Let L and D be (R,A)-Lie algebras which, as A-modules, are finitely
generated and projective, in such a way that, as an A-module, D is isomorphic
to L∗ = HomA(L,A). We say that L and D are in duality . We write d for the
differential on AltA(L,A) ∼= ΛAD coming from the Lie-Rinehart structure on L and
d∗ for the differential on AltA(D,A) ∼= ΛAL coming from the Lie-Rinehart structure
on D. Likewise we denote the Gerstenhaber bracket on ΛAL coming from the
Lie-Rinehart structure on L by [·, ·] and that on ΛAD coming from the Lie-Rinehart
structure on D by [·, ·]∗. We will say that (A,L,D) constitutes a Lie-Rinehart
bialgebra if the differential d∗ on AltA(D,A) ∼= ΛAL and the Gerstenhaber bracket
[·, ·] on ΛAL are related by
d∗[x, y] = [d∗x, y] + [x, d∗y], x, y ∈ L,
or equivalently, if the differential d on AltA(L,A) ∼= ΛAD behaves as a derivation
for the Gerstenhaber bracket [·, ·]∗ in all degrees, that is to say
d[x, y]∗ = [dx, y]∗ − (−1)
|x|[x, dy]∗, x, y ∈ ΛAD.
Thus, for a Lie-Rinehart bialgebra (A,L,D),
(ΛAL, [·, ·], d∗) = (AltA(D,A), [·, ·], d∗)
is a strict differential Gerstenhaber algebra, and the same is true of
(ΛAD, [·, ·]∗, d) = (AltA(L,A), [·, ·]∗, d);
see [21] (3.5) for details. In fact, a straightforward extension of an observation
of Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach [21] shows that Lie-Rinehart bialgebra structures on
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(A,L,D) and strict differential Gerstenhaber algebra structures on (ΛAL, [·, ·], d∗)
or, what amounts to the same, on (ΛAD, [·, ·]∗, d), are equivalent notions. This
parallels the well known fact that Lie-Rinehart structures on (A,L) are in bijective
correspondence with differential graded R-algebra structures on AltA(L,A).
Let (A,L′, L′′) be an almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra, having L′ and L′′
finitely generated and projective as A-modules. The (A,L′)-module structure on L′′
induces an (A,L′)-module on the dual L′′
∗
which, in turn, L′′
∗
being viewed as
an abelian Lie algebra and hence abelian (R,A)-Lie algebra, gives rise to the semi
direct product (R,A)-Lie algebra L′ ⋉ L′′
∗
. Likewise the (A,L′′)-module structure
on L′ determines the corresponding semi direct product (R,A)-Lie algebra L′′⋉L′
∗
.
Plainly L = L′ ⋉ L′′
∗
and D = L′′ ⋉ L′
∗
are in duality. Consider the obvious
adjointness isomorphisms
(4.1.1) AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′) −→ AltA(L
′′
⋉ L′
∗
, A) = AltA(D,A)
and
(4.1.2) ΛAL = ΛA(L
′
⋉ L′′
∗
) −→ AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′)
of bigraded A-algebras; these isomorphisms are independent of the Lie-Rinehart semi
direct product constructions and instead of L′⋉L′′
∗
and L′′⋉L′
∗
, we could as well
have written L′⊕L′′
∗
and L′′⊕L′
∗
, respectively. However, incorporating these semi
direct product structures, we see that, under (4.1.1), the Lie-Rinehart differential
d′′ on AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′) passes to the Lie-Rinehart differential d∗ on AltA(D,A) and
that under (4.1.2) the (bigraded) Gerstenhaber bracket [·, ·] on ΛAL passes to the
bigraded Gerstenhaber bracket [·, ·]′ AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′). Moreover, by construction, the
differentials on both sides of (4.1.1) are derivations with respect to the multiplicative
structures.
Theorem 4.1. For an almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′, L′′) having L′ and
L′′ finitely generated and projective as A-modules, (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), [·, ·]′, d′′) is a
differential bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra if and only if (A,L,D) is a Lie-Rinehart
bialgebra.
Proof. In fact, the first property spelled out above characterizing (A,L,D) to be
a Lie-Rinehart bialgebra is plainly equivalent to (AltA(L
′′,ΛAL
′), [·, ·]′, d′′) being a
differential bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra. 
The following is now immediate, cf. Corollary 4.9 in [18].
Corollary 4.2. An almost twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra (A,L′, L′′) having L′ and L′′
finitely generated and projective as A-modules is a true twilled Lie-Rinehart algebra
if and only if (A,L,D) = (A,L′ ⋉ L′′
∗
, L′′ ⋉ L′
∗
) is a Lie-Rinehart bialgebra. 
This result may be proved directly, i. e. without the intermediate differential
bigraded Gerstenhaber algebra in (4.1). The reasoning is formally the same, though.
For the special case where L′ and L′′ arise from Lie algebroids, the statement of
Corollary 4.2 may be deduced from what is said in [28].
Remark 4.3. When A is a field and g an ordinary (finite dimensional) Lie algebra,
Corollary 4.2 comes down to the statement that, in the termiology of [28], [31],
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[33], (g′, g′′) (with the requisite additional structure) constitutes a matched pair of
Lie algebras (which now amounts to (g′, g′′) being a Lie bialgebra) if and only if,
with the obvious structure, (g′ ⋉ g′′
∗
, g′′ ⋉ g′
∗
) is a Lie bialgebra. This fact was
known to S. Zakrzewski [43]. It has been spelled out explicitly as Proposition 1 in
[37].
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